It's entirely possible you will never be able to buy a computer as inexpensively as the Interact on this limited time offer. As you undoubtedly know, inflation and rising prices have overtaken even the computer industry. We are now seeing across-the-board price hikes.

By purchasing a substantial inventory of Interact equipment in a sheriff's sale we are able to offer you a powerful microsystem for well below our usual cost. Interact is no longer active and their misfortune can be your gain, provided you act now. Obviously when our existing supply of computers is gone, we won't be repeating this offer. Service is available and full documentation comes with each unit.

CPU: 8080A microprocessor, 8 bit, 2MHz clock rate.
Inputs: 63-key with hit buttons.

Data may be written as well as loaded. Fast 1200-2000 bps, 3 to 5 times faster than other systems.
Also can output sound from tape.

Standard farewell, including received on channel 3. Antenna switchbox provided. Output can be stored on Data Tapes for specific programs.

Power: 110-120 volts AC. AC adapter included. Avg. power consumption 5-8 watts. No warmup time needed. FCC and UL approved.

Days Free Trial
Return within 10 days undamaged for a full refund of your purchase price.

PACKAGE 1
SALE PRICE: $299.95

16K MODEL ONE STANDARD
Built-in Features: 16K RAM, 2K ROM, full keyboard, cassette deck, 2 joystick ports, power cord, AC adapter, connector cord, tape storage tray.
Attachments: 6' TV connector cable, TV switchbox.

ENTERTAINMENT CONTROLLER.
With dot knob, firebutton and lever. 2 included.

EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT TAPES:

MUSIC MAESTRO™, Compose and play back tunes, transpose keys, set time signatures — a great new way to learn music.

BREAKTHROUGH™, Break through the wall to score points fast.

COMPUTE-A-COLOR™, Create original, color art on your color TV.

Play the computer with 1 controller, an opponent with 2 controllers.

CONCENTRATION, Test your memory by matching hidden patterns.

ADD 'EM UP™, Fascinating brain teaser, great addition drill.

HANGMAN, Colorful game teaches spelling, vocabulary.

KNOWKDOWN™, Exciting dice game teaches addition while children have fun.
REGATTA™. Sail your yacht through gates to beat your opponent and the clock.

TOUCHDOWN. Solve math problems to move down the football field and score your opponent.

COMPUTER MAZE. An infinite number of mazes to escape from before your opponent.

VOLLEYBALL. Serve, volley, and spike the ball to beat your opponent in this exciting action game.

TRAILBLAZERS™. Blaze your yacht through gates to beat your opponent in this exciting action game.

SHOWDOWN™. The excitement of the OK Corral in a six-shooter gunfight game.

Use 2 entertainment controllers:

DOGFIGHT™. You’re an ace combat pilot in this exciting action game.

MANAGEMENT SERIES PROGRAM TAPES

(No entertainment controllers required.)

CHECKBOOK BALANCER. Balances your checking records, saves uncleared entries on tape for future input, prepares data tape for household budgeting system programs.

FINANCIAL LIBRARY I. Level II BASIC programs to help you manage your stock portfolio. Reports dollar and % gains/losses, P/E ratios, yields and more.

MESSAGE CENTER™. Create, edit, and save colorful messages with sound effects for continuous replay on your color TV.

CALCULATOR. This 4-function calculator with memory register remembers 150 entries and totals. Make a mistake? Just back up, fix it, and all affected totals are recalculated automatically.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AIDS

(No entertainment controllers required.)

LEVEL II BASIC. Full floating-point 8K BASIC language with matrices, string-handling, color graphics, music and sound effects, built-in math functions and more. Price includes DOCU-PACK.

LEVEL II BASIC DOCU-PAK. User manual with tutorial section, convenient summary reference card.

DIAGNOSTIC TAPE. Tests RAM, ROM, keyboard, controllers, cassette, color and sound circuitry. Also provides tones for use in aligning cassette tape heads. Price includes full instructions.

DATA TAPE. Blank tape for program and data storage.

STRATEGY SERIES TAPES

(Require 1 entertainment controller except where noted.)

VIDEO CHESS™ (requires 2 controllers). Use your TV as a board to play an opponent. Save games on tape for later replay and analysis.

INTERACT MICROCHESS™. Chess against the computer designed by Peter Jennings.

BACKGAMMON. Play this ancient game of strategy, luck and skill against the computer.

REVERSI. Surround your opponent’s pieces, but watch out for last minute reverses.

BLACK JACK (requires 2 controllers for 2 players). Las Vegas rules, sound effects for shuffle and deal.

STAR TRACK™. Battle Klingons with phasers and photon torpedoes to save the universe. No controllers required.

ALSO INCLUDED ARE:

THE BOOK OF INTERACT PROGRAMS. Contains many useful and entertaining BASIC programs. An excellent supplement to the programming guide.

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION. 8 different points of the main electronic schematic. A memory map with I/O, System ROM, RTC-A/D, keyboard-joystick data, color of sound registers information. Test point waveforms. Distributor service manual including trouble locator chart,removed: installation instructions for major sub-assemblies, tape alignment procedures, and instructions on circuit board repairs. Owner’s guide.

PACKAGE 2
Sale Price $249.95

16K MODEL ONE STANDARD
LEVEL II BASIC AND LEVEL II BASIC DOCU-PACK
DIAGNOSTIC TAPE
SERVICE DOCUMENTATION

PACKAGE 3
Sale Price $124.95

16K MODEL ONE STANDARD, complete, but not working
LEVEL II BASIC AND LEVEL II BASIC DOCU-PACK
DIAGNOSTIC TAPE
SERVICE DOCUMENTATION

PACKAGE 4
Sale Price $74.95

16K MODEL ONE STANDARD, incomplete and inoperative.
DIAGNOSTIC TAPE
SERVICE DOCUMENTATION
**PACKAGE 5**

Sale Price $249.95

8K MODEL ONE STANDARD

Built-in Features: 8K RAM, 2K ROM, full keyboard, cassette deck, 2 joystick ports, power cord, AC adapter, connector cord rack, tape storage tray.

Attachments: 8' TV connector cable, TV switchbox.

Software: EDU-BASIC™, STAR TRACK™, BIORHYTHM, DIAGNOSTIC TAPE

ENTERTAINMENT CONTROLLER. With pot knob, firebutton, and lever. 2 included.

EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERIES TAPES

Uses no entertainment controllers:

MUSIC MAESTRO™. Compose and play back tunes, transpose keys, set time signatures — a great new way to learn music.

Uses 1 entertainment controller:

BREAKTHROUGH™. Break through the wall to score points fast.

COMPUTE-A-COLOR™. Create original, color art on your color TV.

ADD 'EM UP™. Fascinating brain teaser, great addition drill.

HANGMAN. Colorful game teaches spelling, vocabulary.

KNOCKDOWN™. Exciting dice game teaches addition while children have fun.

REGATTA™. Sail your yacht through gates to beat your opponent and the clock.

TRAILBLAZERS™. Blaze a colorful trail around roadblocks to surround your opponent.

COMPUTER MAZE. An infinite number of mazes to escape from before your opponent.

Uses 2 entertainment controllers:

DOGFIGHT™. You're an ace combat pilot in this exciting action game.

SHOWDOWN™. The excitement of the OK Corral in a six-shooter gunfight game.

VOLLEYBALL. Serve, volley and spike the ball to beat your opponent in this exciting action game.

TOUCHDOWN. Solve math problems to move down the football field and outscore your opponent.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AIDS

Program tapes. (No entertainment controllers required.)

EDU-BASIC™, integer BASIC programming language and guide.

DATA TAPE. Blank tape for program and data storage.

STRATEGY SERIES TAPES

(Require 1 entertainment controller except where noted.)

VIDEO CHESS™ (requires 2 controllers). Use your TV as a board to play an opponent. Save games on tape for later replay and analysis.

INTERACT MICROCHESS™. Chess against the computer designed by Peter Jennings.

BACKGAMMON. Play this ancient game of strategy, luck and skill against the computer.

REVERSI. Surround your opponent's pieces, but watch out for last minute reverses.

BLACK JACK (requires 2 controllers for 2 players). Las Vegas rules, sound effects for shuffle and deal.

STAR TRACK™. Battle Klingons with phasers and photon torpedoes to save the universe. No controllers required.

ALSO INCLUDED ARE:

INSTRUCTIONS for upgrading the 8K to a 16K system.

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION. See Package 1 for a full description.

---

**PACKAGE 6**

Sale Price $199.95

8K MODEL ONE STANDARD

INSTRUCTIONS ON UPGRADING TO 16K

EDU-BASIC LANGUAGE & GUIDE

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION

---

**PACKAGE 7**

Sale Price $99.95

8K MODEL ONE STANDARD. Complete, but not working

INSTRUCTIONS ON UPGRADING TO 16K

EDU-BASIC LANGUAGE & GUIDE

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION

---

**PACKAGE 8**

Sale Price $44.95

8K MODEL ONE STANDARD. Incomplete & inoperative

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION

---

**ENHANCEMENTS, ACCESSORIES TAPES & DOCUMENTATION**

ENTERTAINMENT CONTROLLER with pot knob, firebutton & lever.

$19.95

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION. Includes instructions on upgrading from 8K to 16K. See Package 1 for full description.

$14.95

EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT SERIES PACK. Includes all Education & Entertainment Series tapes. Individual list price $113.90.

$55.95

MANAGEMENT SERIES PACK. Includes 4 Management Series program tapes. Individual list price $47.80.

$23.95

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES & AIDS PACK. Includes 5 tapes in this series. Individual list price $71.25.

$33.95

STRATEGY SERIES PACK. Includes all tapes in this series, even Star Track. Individual list price $83.70.

$44.95
ORDER FORM

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE • PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE • PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE • PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE • PLEASE PRINT

Name ____________________________________________________________
Organization ______________________________________________________
Street Address ____________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State, Zip ____________________________
Phone __________________________

OFFICE USE ONLY
Order No. _________________________________________________________
Check No. _________________________________________________________
Ship Date _________________________________________________________
Via ______________________________________________________________
Cost _____________________________________________________________
Posted ___________________________________________________________

PLEASE FILL OUT FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS

- [ ] Visa
- [ ] Master Charge

Card Number ______________________________________________________

Interbank No. ____________________________________________________

For Master Charge Only
Expiration Date ____________________________

PAYMENT

- [ ] Check/Postal Money Order
- [ ] Credit Card

TOTAL FOR GOODS

Add 4% Sales Tax (Michigan Residents)

Handling Charges $ 4.00

TOTAL AMOUNT

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Newman Computer Exchange, Inc. shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages. NCE assumes no responsibility for errors which may appear in this catalog.

PRICING, WHOLESALE: A 25% discount is given on all items made as a part of a single purchase of 10 or more computer systems or computer packages. Computers may be mixed to qualify for the quantity 10 requirement. Payment must be in cash.

PAYMENT TERMS: Cash or credit card. Checks should be made out to: Computer Holding Co.

FORM OF PRINTED MATERIAL: While supply lasts, we will use the original Interact printed material, subsequently we will use photocopies or some other similar reproduction process.

WARRANTY & RETURN PRIVILEGE: The equipment is warranted to be as described and may be returned for a full refund less any shipping fees within 10 days. This refund price does not apply to machines purchased in a not working condition.

SERVICE: Service is available from Slagh System Services, 6980 Carpenter Rd., Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197. Effective April 1. They may be contacted at (313) 434-0033. In addition to repair services they can upgrade RAM from 8 to 16K and do cassette head alignment.

AVAILABILITY: While quantities last. Call (313) 994-3200 to see if the package you need is in stock.

HOW TO BUY: Pick up equipment at our Ann Arbor store, order over the phone or mail in your order.

DELIVERY: Within 30 days.

NEWMAN COMPUTER EXCHANGE
1250 N. Main St., P. O. Box 8610, Ann Arbor, Mi. 48107, (313) 994-3200 twx 810-223-6023